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UPI files
complaint
against
university

CITY I SPECIAL OLYMPICS FAMILY FESTIVAL

By Ashley Rueff
Senior University reporter

Faculcy contract negotiations
escalated
Thursday
morning
when the Eastern chapcer of che
University Professionals of Illinois
filed an unfair labor practice with
the Illinois Educational Labor
Rdations Board against the
adrninisttarion.
"The charge has been filed co p ut
the labor board on notice chat the
administration has been practicing
unfair labor relations," said UPI
p resident Charles Delman. "1his

is something that we have been
p reparing for a Jong time."
A scatemenr released by che
llCOLE WES11E11A I THE DART WTBI IFtlS
UPI ouilined its reason's for filing
Senior marketing major Sharie Gillet and senior biology pre-med major Elena Ramos buckle down and get their studying in. The two will be
a charge: "The administration
volunteering at 'the Special Olympics Family Festival on Saturday.
repeatedly
presented
vague,
. incomplete
or
unworkable
proposals in spice of numerous
requests for darification, refused
to put suggested proposals into
writing, can~elled meetings and
otherwise delayed progress without
demonstrating any effort t0 use
those delays co prepare substantive
proposals and made misleading
statements · directly to union
Eastern students are
But this Saturday, nearly 600 are matched up with a Special 80 as Friends-For-A-Day.
members and others in che EIU
For Giller, this is her fuse time
Eastern srudents will be waking Olympiad co play games and enjoy
set to volunteer at
volunteering for an Eascern-related communicy."
up to get themsdves to Lake Land free food in a carnival-like setting.
Bob Wayland, chief negotiator
Special Olympics family College in Macroon by 8 a.m.
Ochervolunceers hdp run games, event. She is incerested in SOFF in
particular because she has an autistic
for the administration said he
It's che Special Olympic Family serve food and run the registry.
fest this weekend.
was unaware char a charge had
The evenc draws about 1,000 nephew.
Festival.
"I
think
(the
SOFF)
will
be
been filed as of Thursday evening.
volunteers,
almosc
600
of
which
are
This year, Lake Land College
"Based upon what the press release
interesting," Giller said. "I could
is hosting che 23rd annual SOFF Eastern students.
By Nicole Wesllerna
says, those allegations are absolutely
Elena Ramos, a senior biology tell my sister so she could get my
where Eastern srudenrs have
Stall reporter
false, we have bargained in good
regularly enriched the community pre-med major, and Sharie Giller, a nephew inco something Wee che
faich," he said.
Special
senior
marketing
major,
will
devote
Olympics."
and
chemsdves
by
volunceering
to
Most college students wouldn't
their Sarurday co spending time
even dream of seeing the light of be a Friend-For-A-Day.
n SEE UPI, PAGE A7
Jtl SEE REACHES, PAGE A7
Friend-For-A-Day
volunteers wich Special Olympiads ages 8 to
day before noon on a Saturday.

Eastern reaches out

cheatslieet

ONUNE

Online staffer joins the
Citizen's Police AcademJ
» Associate Online Editor Adam Testa
has joined the city's Otizen's Police
Academy program.
His first day was Thursday, and you
can follow his progress at DEN Online.

VERGE

Trib ends dorm distribution

..

By Adam Palmas&ni
Stall correspondent

The Chicago Trilmne will no longer be

available in residence halls scarring Monday.
As of chis Sunday, che Tribune will no longer
excend its circulation co include Eastern. Mark
Hudson, direccor of housing and dining, said
che Chicago Tribune would no longer deliver its
paper to the whole Charleston area.
The Tribune is in a "tough financial
reorganization and is shrinking their distribution.
The Tribune has also cue around 250 staff,"
Hudson said!.
At last night's Residence Hall Association
meeting, Hudson announced that che new
Chicago-based paper would most likdy be che

http://www.dennews.com

Page B1

FOOTBALL

Eastern prepares to take on
Illinois State Redbircls
,.. After beating Indiana State in last
week's home opener, Eastern will face
a tough test in Bloomington against
nationally-ranked Illinois State.
Awin for the Panthers would propel
them into the national 1-M spotlight.

SPORTS

......

Page Al

Chicago Sun-Times.

JOHI IAILET I THE DAILT WTEll llEWS

Housing director Mark Hudson spoke Thursday afternoon
about the Chicago Tribune ending distribution at Eastern.

RHA voted against local Charleston paper to
replace the Chicago Tribune and voted in fuvor
of che Sun-Times.
H

SEE Tiii, PAGE M
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Latino Heritage
month starts today
Eastern begins a
30-day celebration
of Hispanic culture
and contributions
By Jim Allocco
Education reporter

Today, in conjunction wich
the independence of five Cencral
American nacions, marks che
beginning of Latino Hericage
Month.
For che next 30 days, Eastern
has scheduJed a series of lectures
and other events to commemorate
che month.
History professor Jose Deusrua,
who teaches Colonial Latin
American History and Modern
Latin American History, will host
the first lecture at 4 p.m. Tuesday in
che Effingham Room of che Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
He said all students and facuJty
should respect Latino Heritage
Mon eh.
Hispanics have created many
aspeccs of our cuJrure, from che
founding of Saine Augustine, Fla.,
chcoldesc Western city in che United
States, co modern technology, he
said.
"Look at che countryside of che
United Stateswichouccorn," he said.
"(Domestic) corn is a creation of
che Azcccs," a civilization that ruJed
most of Mexico when Westerners

came co North America.
Dcusrua said the cou1ury of
Mexico is becoming particularly
important, because the country
joins the United States and Canada
in the North American Free Trade
Agreement, but chat almost all
Latin American nations are gaining
significance.
!be imponancc of Latin
America and ics role in chc world
is improving," be said. "The role of
(Latino Heritage) Month underlines
this."

JOSE DEUSTUA I
HISTORY PROFESSOR

"Look at the
countryside of
the United States
without corn .
(Domestic) corn
is a creation of
the Aztecs. "
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" Motorcycle Diaries:
Young Che and Cuban
Music"
At his lecture, Deusrua will cover
che topic of che Latin American
revolutionary
Ernesto
"Che"
Guevara.
The lecture is coming a week after
the University Board sponsored a
showing of che film "Motorcycle
Diaries," a biography of the young
rebel.
Deustua said chat though the
symbol ofGuevara is still frequently
used in society today, it has lost
much of its value.
"The symbol of Guevara is
Linked co the Cuban Revolution. le
is linked with a particuJar way the
U.S. was running things," he said,
referring to Castro and Guevara's
revolution against the US-backed
Cuban dictator FuJgencio Batista.

"The ballet's purpose is co learn
co promote and share rhe beauty
and culture of Mexico through the
arc of folkloric dance," Sipes said.
After the bailee, a DJ will play Latin
By Kristina Peters
music for accendees to listen and
Adivrties reporter
move co.
"We hope that students will
Not all ballets feacure dancers in enjoy dancing after dinner," Sipes
said.
tutus and tights.
University Board is helping to
Dancers in the Baller FolkJorico
Huehuecoyocl instead wear colorful, sponsor che ballet group and DJ.
festive· and traditional Mexican
Andy Ho, UB cuJcural events
dance costumes.
coordinator, is excited to see che
"From what I have learned, bailee at Eastern for the firsc time.
these dancers wear beautiful, bright
"1 chink it's going co be great
costumes and have very energetic for che Latin heritage banquet," he
performances," said Jennifer Sipes, said.
academic advisor in the office of
Ho has heard good things about
minority affairs.
the group and is glad chat they
lhe ballet group is an ensemble will be at the banquet for his first
from Elgin, Ill. and the 18 members attendance.
will showcase their talents at che
"I look forward co it," he said.
'The
Ballet
Folklorico
Annual Latino Heritage Celebration
Huchuecoyorl is not the only thing
Banquet ac 6 p.m .. Sunday.
Master of Ceremonies for che that Ho looks forward co, bur rhe
evcnr is j0J1e Deusrua of the history food as well.
department.
On che menu is an array of
Father Adolph Menendez of che food char represent:. different Latin
Newman Catholic Center will join American countries. The menu
Dcusrua in offering the invocation includes a burrico bar, chicken and
and Mona Davenport, director cheese enchiladas, mixed green
of minority affairs, will greet the salad and flan.
audience ac the banquet.
Other delicacies include picadillo
Nine couples, for a coral of 18 (Cuban meat hash), arroz amarillo
dancers, will perform dances &om (yellow rice) and boni:tco puree
different scares and regions of (sweet mashed potatoes).
Mexico in che bailee performance
Sipes and the members of the
led by Julian Hernandez.
Latino Heritage Month Planning
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Sports staff

He said Guevara's revolutionary
ideology was centered on che
practice of guerilla warfare.
Though Guevara is still viewed
as an idol by many, mosc no longer
follow his guerrilla ideology, said
Deustua, saying chat today, Latin
American panics are caking control
of thei r governments through
democratic elections instead of
violent revolutions, referring to
Bolivia and Chile's recenr changes
ofgovernment.
Deuscua said chat Gucvara's
journey around South America was
influenced by the ideas of American
writer Jack Kerouac.
Both
rebellious
individuals
stressed
the
importance
of
exploring the world and searching
for a meaning ro life, said Deusrua,
something that all people can
value.

Celebration begins
with food and dance
Annual Latino Heritage
Celebration Banquet
kicks off with ballet

staff

JENNIFER SIPES
ACADEMIC ADVISOR

"From what I
have learned,
these dancers
wear beautiful,
bright costumes
and have very
energetic
performances."

Committee have all tasted the food,
prepared by Eastern catering, and
arc sure it will satisfy taste buds.
"We arc very chankful to EIU
catering for their willingness co
work one-on-one with a couple of
commiuce members co assure that
recipes t.1stc aurhenric," she said.
With the ballet and food, the
Latin Heritage banquet is fulfilling
its intention of celebracing and
increasing awareness of Latino
culture with rhe Easrem and Central
Illinois communities.
""J he banquet is one of the
largeM cvenrs in the Charleston/
Mattoon area chat allows the Latino
community co come together in
recognition of Latino culture and
heritage." Sipes said.
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Pilot from the Congo visits campus
By Youngchi Chang
Staff correspondent

A flying hero came ro che
Wesley United Methodist Church
on Wednesday night ro share his
experiences.
His name is Jacques Akasa
Umembudi, a pilot in the
Democratic Republic of Congo.
The Congo, which is three
times the size ofTexas, has a poor
transportation syscem.
But the aVJation program
titled, "Wings of Caring Aviation
Ministry" cuts what used co be 12hour journeys by car down co an
hour.
The 53-year-old missionary, who
is the program director, flies people
and supplies to various places all
over che nation.
His small plane carries only a few
people, but many of the mission
stations depend on the aviation
ministry for survival.
"When I fly doctors or medical
teams, when I fly a pregnant woman
co the hospital co deliver her baby
and when I fly seminary or college
professors co reach, I chink I am
doing God's will," said Umembudi,
who became a pilot in 1991.
Paige Robem, who has worked as
the campus minister for almost two
years, got an email from the Global
Ministries of the United Mechodisr
Church about Umembudi and his
wife, Poro Valentine Shursha, about
the couple's chen upcoming visit
in Illinois. She then talked co the
students called "Peer Minisrers,"
and they said chey wpuld love to
meet the couple.
"Umembudis' speech would
help scudents remember char rhere
is life omside of Charlesron and see
how our support of cheir ministry
can have an effect on another pare
of the world," Roberts said
He added char the foundacion
will take an offering over the nexc
month ro be sent as financial
support co him for his work.
"I was extremely excited when I
heard we will have a speaker from
Congo," said Lydia Bjornbak, a
sophomore biology major.
Since Bjornbak is incetesced in
missionary work ro Africa, she said
char ic was a meaningful time co gee
co know the couple and also co learn
more about the country's unique
culrure.
"When we fly, we are not just
transporting them. Weaie delivering
God's love and the whole ministry,"

briefs
Texas Hold 'em is Back
and free to all students.
This Saturday the University Board
is hosting a Texas Hold 'em tournament.
The event will be held in the University
Ballroom from noon to 2 p.m.
University Board chair JC Miller
warns that students should arrive
promptly at noon to register for a spot
in the tournament.
Miller said that this is "one of our
most popular events" and it has been
"very well received" in the past.
Katie Skaggs, Special Events
Coordinator, said that this event should
be "bigger than normal because of
more advertising" this year.
She said that around 150 people
are expected to come.
The tournament is scheduled to
start with about 13 tables, with the
players dealing for themselves. Chips
will be raised randomly throughout
the tournament to keep play moving.
Chips and cards will be provided for the
players.
At the end of the tournament, the
top 10 players are guaranteed a prize.
Some of the top prizes include an iPod,
Tv, DVD player and a Stereo System.
Other prizes include poker chips and a
poker table. University Board invested
$1, 500 in prizes for this event, Skaggs
said.
This event is free and open to all
students.
• -Compilea by Naomi Evans

Nacho Libre plays this weekend

JOHii BAILEY I THE DAILY WTEAll llEWS

Jacques Umembudi, a missionary with the Global Ministries of the United Methodist Church, speaks to a
group of people Wednesday night at the Wesley Foundation. Jacques spoke about his work in the Democratic
Republic of Congo as the program director of the Wings of Caring Aviation Ministry.
said Valentine, a
50-ycar-old
member of che Global Ministries
of che United Methodist Church.

Arriving in the States on Sepr. 2 co
participate in the United Methodist
Church's annual conferences, the

Congo couple will return co their
country in three months where chey
will continue co fly.

Freshman required to pass alcohol awareness test
ly Tearria Ruffia
Campus reporter

Eastern now require freshman
to pass a new alcohol awareness
program called AlcoholEdu.
The new program aims co
decrease underage drinking on
campus.
Dan Nadler, vice president for
student affairs, said he initially
proposed the idea last fall after
a comprehensive review was
conducted for the benefits of
partnering with AlcoholEdu.
"Nationally, srudenrs completing
Alcoho!Edu reported 50 percent
fewer negative hea.Jch, social, and
academic consequences related to
drinkmg,tt said Nadler.
Over the summer, freshmen
parcicipareo in che first half of the
program, which was a three-hour
course.

Students
are
asked
for
information (kepc confidential)
regarding their individual drinking
behaviors and arc then asked co cake
a pre-test and study chree chapcers,
which include videos and graphics
imparting facts and statistics about
alcohol and its physiological effects.
Students who fail to complete
che program will have a hold placed
on cheir records.
Several freshmen complained
about the course lengrhiness, yet
they appreciaced the faces.
"I thought it was informative,
buc repetitive and roo long," said
Freshmen Julie Blessman.
After students completed che
online exam and passed with ar least
a 75 percent, they are given a follow
up session chrce weeks larer.
Other freshmen question the
program's relevance. Jim Kreher, a
fteshrrran Mt rt1:tjot ~Id he d1dh't

think the students would benefit
from the program.
"Everyone I have talked to just
l~ the program run on mu cc, then
answered the questions to their
knowledge already," he said.
Tynisa
Watson,
freshman
psychology major, said, "I think the
program is OK, but we're at chc age
where we have our mind sec on our
views of alcohol."
Eric Davidson, associate director
of Health Service, said Eastern is
no exception to underagc alcohol
consumption and felt Eastern
should cake action co preserve the
repmacion of the campus and the
furure of its students.
"We don't want our campus co
be perceived as a party school and
our students a~ parucrs," he said
"Academic success is our bottom
line.
Following completion of the

program, a representative from
AlcoholEdu will provide Eastern
with summary repom, as well as
recommend strategics the university
could use to further aid its students
in making wiser alcohol-related
decisions.
Eastern
officials
viewed
AlcoholEdu as an impactful
program that produces outstanding
resulrs.
While many students thought it
was informative, many believed the
student makes che final choice - not
the computer and its numbers.
Davina
Head,
elementary
education major, thought ir was a
good program, but she questioned
how well it would work.
"I'm not sure how srudenrs
will benefic," she said. "If students
have enough desire co drmk, then
chey will dnnk no matter whac a
compmer course tells them.

The University Board will be playing
"Nacho Libre" Friday and Saturday
at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. in the Buzzard
Hall Auditorium. The 2006 film stars
comedian Jack Black as a cook by day
and a wrestler by night who raises
money for orphaned Mexican children.
The film is from the creators of
"Napoleon Dynamite" and the writers
of "School of Rock" and admission
is free.
Ben Murphy, UB concert elect,
will be dressed as "Nacho Libre" for
student's entertainment.

Botany Club Plant Sale
The Botany Club is sponsoring a
plant sale Saturday at 8 a.m. on 1612
Reynolds Drive in Charleston. The sale
will feature "EIU Native Prairie Plants."

Annual Latino Heritage
Banquet SundaJ
The Annual Latino Heritage banquet
will be held on Sunday at 6 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Featured performances include
Ballet Folklorico Huehuecoyotl, an Elgin,
111.-based group. The event will also
have music and dancing.
Entertainment is provided by UB
and the Illinois Arts Council.
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King's legacy
still means a
lot to campus
In April of 1968, Martin Luther King Jr.
was assassinated.

ISSUE I The role of charity
work on campus

0

KNOWLEDGE.
IS POWER,
BUT MONEY
IS BETTER

COWMNIST

Suicide out of sight,
never out of mind

Before lase week's football game, the
Sigma Nu fraterniry raised $5,000 for
Sc. Jude's hospital with a "Game Ball
Run" chat ran a football more than 50
miles.
Good job, Sigma Nu. That $5,000
will make a genuine difference for the
childrens hospital.
Too many times on this campus and
in thts councry, chariry work misses the
point.
Money makes rhe world~ ro~d.C
and rhac is what w"':>rdiy duses afmost
always need.
The phrase "raising awareness" is
bandied about as if it were an end and
not a means, and an ineffective means
at chat.
Awareness is important co a degree.
A lot of people are still way too unaware
of the real frustrations faced by the poor,
the oppressed and che discriminaced
against.
Bur nothing fixes problems like cold,
hard cash.
Realistically, awareness of the
problem does nothing co solve ic.
Racists are aware chac racism exiscs, chey
just think it is a good thing.
Some of the most basic human
struggles have been going on for
centuries: the rights of minorities, che
righcs of women, the plighc of civilians

(U-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN- Someone
once said, "Suicide is man's way of telling
God ·~~~·,fire me - I quit."'
- 7
t'.rnfl>rtunately, chac may be only half of
the truth. Whar happens if your school quits
on you, regardless of whether you, a scudenc,
was successful in the attempt? Putting
asjde che broader question of whether the
word "successful" is a good way to describe
suicide, the dilemma facing some college
students is troubling.
A 19-yc:ar· old srudent arcending
Hunrer College in New York attempted to
overdose on Tylenol in June 2004 before
reconsidering and calling ambulance.
Upon her discharge from the hospical. she
returned co her dormitory to find chat she
had been evicted for her actions. She sued
for $65,000 m damages and forced the
college co change their policy.
While Hunter College did noc
academically expel the srudent, ir was able ro
cake action under her housing contract.
As many psychological studies have
shown, the traumatic removal of a person
from his or her environment can further
exacerbate feelings of despair and sadness.
So why did Hunter College pursue this
dangerous course of action? One possibiliry
is legal liabiliry.
The potential monetary damages from a
wrongful death lawsuit could be devastating,
never mind the bad publicity's impact on
enrollment.
In recent years, more colleges (including
the Universiry of IUinois) have reformulated
their policies on suicide.
These actions come in response to a
growing number of cases around the country
involving punitive measures taken against
srudents who have expressed their feelings
about possible depression, suicidal thoughts
and other supposed mental transgressions.
It's abouc cime.
As the second leading cause of death
among the college-aged population, the
myth that only "crazy" people think about
suicide is patently false.
In fact, the v.ut majority of the
population repon s thinking about
committing suicide at one time or another.
Thankfully, most do not follow through.
But for those that are prevented or fail co
complete the ace, life suddenJy becomes less

an

in~.

At chis poi ·· 1 • we know they exist. •
The nation became very aware of
the slow response co I lurricane Katrina
almost immediately, buc more than a
year later the money is srill the sticking
point for rebuilding the Gulf Coast.
The Greeks on campus are known for
their philanthropy.
So too do che Residence Hall groups
and other broad organizations pick our
specific charities ro give their time and
efforts ro.
Ocher student groups, such as the
Fair Trade Coalition, exist co fight
specific problems.
It is great thac srudem groups all
over campus want co fix the world's, or
even Charlescon's, problems.
We at the Daily Eastern News want
srudents co keep trying, and crying as
hard as they can.
But we do have a simple suggestion:
raise cash, not just awareness.

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the Opinion's editor at

DEllopiaio•s@t•all.c...

I ANDREW MASON

••

bearable than before.

In these cases, many people do not seek
che help they need for fear of acquiring the
scarlet lener 'S chat our society brands chem
with.
Mental ailments are so far down on the
prioriry ladder that che suffering and silenc
among us stay that way rather than being
falsely accused of commiccing some wrong.
·1he Universiry of Illinois coincidentally
updated their policy the same summer of the
Hunter college incident.
Now, students who have been rhe subject
of credible reports ofbehavior associated
with suicide, such as chreats of action or
p.reoccupation with suicide, arc required co
attend ac lease four sessions with a licensed
professional.
If the student fails co adhere to this
policy, only then will he or she face po~ible
official sanctions.
This is a responsible policy that urilizes

a recent study showing that mandatory
counseling will dramatically decrease the
overall suicide rare.
However, it still docs not address the
bigger problem of those chat keep their
feelings to themselves.
lndeed, the pain experienced by loved
ones is felt the most when it is unleashed
without warning.
Their anguish could be avoided if we
take a more sensible societal approach to
psychological problems.
Instead of pushing the afflicted co the
side, not co be seen or heard, we must work
harder co embrace chem and lheir fcclings.
In cruch, most college students face a
barrage of stresses. We cope the best we can,
but every once in a while ic seems like more
than we can handle.
We can cake comfon in the knowledge
tbat everyone goes through tough times.
Hunter College was not looking out for
the well-being of chat student when it kicked
her our of her home.
Nor was it hdpful co have her remove
her things under the eye of a securiry guard.
Luckily for us, this Universiry will noc treat
srudentS the same w:iy.
Ir understands that students do not want
pity when we value respect so much more.
Andrew Mason works for the Daily lllini at the
University of Illinois

le wasn't a modern assassination.
As Chris Rock said, Tupac Shakur and
Biggie Smalls were noc assassinated. They
were murdered.
The word gees thrown around too often
today and it really cheapens the term.
King's murder was an assassination by
definition.
The civil rights leader was one of the lase
heroes co have an effect on his generation as
well as the generations that followed him.
We cannot forget that when we talk
about King's assassination, it is nothing like
today's "assassinations."
Three years after King died, he was
honored by Eastern Illinois University.
The school renamed its union building
the Martin Luther King Jr. Universiry
Union Building.
The building still bears his name,
and in February, a cimeline of King's
accomplishments and life was added.
In Thursday's Daily Eastern News, the
editorial board recommended that the name
of the building be changed to "Martin
Lurher King Jr. Univcrsiry Union in the Lou
Hencken Building."
This is a horrible idea.
Hencken has been associated with the
school for more than 40 years. That is
impressive and something that might make
him deserving of some recognition.
Bue even the edico"rial board itself
questions whether he deserves an honor chat
the previous five presidents did not ger.
In che cdirorial, che only mention of
Martin Luther King Jr. is near the end when
he is referred to as "an important man" and
it is claimed that "this is taking nothing
away from him."
Wrong.
Calling him an important man is like
saying Muhammad Ali was a good boxer,
Mocher Teresa was a good person and Adolf
Hider was a liccle angry.
King is one of rhe most important men
in chis nation's hiscory.
To change the name of che building is
co cake everything away from him. le cakes
everything away from the people who
changed the name to honor him in the first
place.
There is also che quescion of the
motivation behind che recommendation.
Is ir a way co drum up publiciry because,
after all, isn't all publiciry good publiciry?
Please find another way.
Do not change the name of a building
named after a civil righcs hero because it
"has a certain ring co it."
At least have a more concrete reason than
that.
Maybe this is a way for the editorial
board to leave a legacy of its own.
A more appropriate way co leave a
legacy would be to commission a statue of
somebody holding a Daily Eastern News
with a middle finger extended.
And have chat finger poinc toward the
Black Srudenc Union's headquarters as well
as any other African-American srudent or
student who believes in the dream King had.
Because that is what recommending a
name change of the MLK Jr. Union did.

Marco

Santana

Marco Santana is a junior journalism major.
He can be reached at auutua@ei•.ed•
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Smart
for Women
'

no~·

Prizes!

Starting September 19
Tuesdays - 6:3 Opm
Effingham Room -MLK Jr. Union
Register @ 238-4550

helping women become life smart.
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Brian McGuigan, a junior industrial technologies major, is the
Taylor Hall representative to the Residence Hall Association.
ERIC HILTllER

Junior gamer
represents
Taylor Hall
Video game junkie
entertains residence
hall while managing
school and play
BJ Julie Morss
Staff reporter

The life of a video game
junkie seems fitting for junior
industrial cechnology major
Brian McGuigan.
"People come in and out of
my room jusc to watch me play
video games," McGuigan said.
He lives in a single room in
Taylor Hall, where he sirs with
rhe door open and plays video
games daily.
Lately, McGuigan has not
been able co play his video
games as much due co outside
conlliccs.
"Ic's cerrible," he said. "In a
month, I mighc play, Ukc, five
hours a day."
McGuigan balances his time
between video games and other
activities.
He is a member of the
Residenc Hall Association and
Taylor Hall Council.
McGuigan was last year's
Taylor Hall Vice Presidenc and
currently serves as the Taylor
Hall RHA Representative.
McGuigan's study habits
differ depending on the week.
"If the week is busy or I have
a big test, then I study two or
three hours a day. When the
week doesn't have a test then

Health Service

University Unioo Bowling Lones

COSMIC BOWLING
~

Friday&. SGhirdaY Nloht
9-30pm - 1aoam
Phone: 581-7457

BRIAN McGUIGANJ
RHA REPRESENTATI E

"It's terrible. In

a month, I might
play, like, five
hours a day."
review fifteen minutes for
everything."
McGuigan enjoys playing old
school video games the most.
"Right now I'm playing Final
Fantasy II," McGuigan said.
When asked about having a
job, McGuigan replied, "Right
now I don'c have a job, but I am
looking for one."
Sitting
in
the
lobby,
scarred
joking
McGuigan
around with the other residents
by asking, "What else do I like
co do?"
He likes supporting Chicago
sports teams, all except the
Whice Sox.
McGuigan is known for
being a leader on his floor.
"People always come co me
with problems," McGuigan
said.
McGuigan is also known as
"B-squared."
"B-squared was a nickname
that I goc rwo years ago when
I lived on rwo south," he said.
"There were two Brians on the
floor and we lived right next door
co one another. You couldn't have
cwo Brians, so we both ended up
with nicknames."

Not all pain relief
comes in a bottle ...
Tell your doctor
the right choice...
Central Illinois Physical Therapy
100 Professional Plaza, Mattoon

235-1245

345-1245

Engineeringyourretum to healthyJivinc

WILL ROGEHS TtlEATRE
CHARLESTON-I 800 fANDANGO

155&#

$2.76 - ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM
$J.60 - ALL EVENING S H OWS

15- 1
TALLADEGA NlGITTS (PG 13)
DAILY 6:45 FRJ SAT 9:20 SAT SUN
MAT2:00
BARNYARD (PG)
DAILY 7:00 FRJ SAT 9: 10
SAT SUN MAT 2: 15
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help wanted

Part time positions available.
25 hours per week. Up to $10
hour. Candidates with excellent
communication and computer skills
need apply @ 700 W. Lincoln Ave.
Charleston. Office hours MondayFriday 8am-6pm. 217-639-1135
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15
Are you looking for a part time
eveningposition inafun,professional
office atmosphere? Ruffalo Cody/
Westaff is seeking professional
telephone fundraisers. Flexible
sceduling. weekly paychecks,part
time evenings and no #cold calling"
required. Stop by Westaff at 651
Castle Dr. or call 345-1303 for
more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9119
BOXA- Now hiring day and evening
DELIVERY DRIVERS. Please apply
within; 453 Lincoln Ave

________9no

The New Rockome is hiring
waiters and waitresses for its newly
renovated restaurant. Applications
are available at the Rockome office
or on-line at www.rockome.com.
Return applications in personMonday through Friday, April 1014. Call (217)268-4106.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
lnserters needed from 12:00am1:30am. Apply at 1802 Buzzard
Hall.

-------~00
Advertising Representative Wanted:
Fill out application @ Student
Publications Office in Buzzard
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

r•'

torrent

Available

Immediately-

One

bedroom duplex. Water and trash
included. $325 per month. 3487733;512-0334
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9n7
Brand new home 2nd semester 3

"We are working out details with
the Sun-Times, but we are fairly
confident char it will work out,"
H udson said.
The first issue of the Sun Times is
expecced to be available to students
on Monday.
Studenrs, however, are t0m
between the Chicago Tribune and the

Chicago Sun-Times. as their paper of
choice.
"I am · very disappointed chat
we no longer will be receiving the
Tribune. Hopefully, the Sun-Tunes
will be a good replacement, bur I
doubt it," said Sarnancha Lynch, a
sophomore pre-nursing major and
Weller Hall resident.
"I do not mind chat Eastern is
getting the Sun Times because I like
that paper more than the Tribune
anyways," said Brandon Wall,.. a

sophomore early childhood education
major.
Hudson said chat it was
disappointing that the Tribune cut itS
distribution because a large number
of Eastern studencs live in che
Chicagoland area.
"As long as we have a reasonable
substitute, I don't mind che change.
My only hope is chat che srudencs
who enjoyed the Tribune will also
enjoy the Sun-Times," said RHA
President Carrie Mueller.

bedroom, 1 1n bath, 3 car garage.
No pets. 345-9267.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9129
OLD

TOWNE

APARTMENTS:

1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Effieiency close to campus. $325
includes utilities, air, ma1es only.
No smoking. no pets. Call 3453232 days
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Park Place Apartments:

unit

available immediatly call for details.

Owner/Manager·
Gale Poteete

Poteete
Property
Rentals

"iDve done it!
iDve finally
perfected my
formula for a
perfect business!
the secret was
advertising
all along!"

Check us out on the web:
www.poteeterentals.com
Or
Call: (217)345-5088

Houses and Apartments Certified by the City of Charteston!

Contact Jen 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2

581-2816

person Central air, w/d, garage.
No
pets.
345-7286
jwilliamsrentals.com

www.

________ oo
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus. Across
from Lantz. Fully Furnished. Call
Today for Lowered Rates. Grantview
Apartments. 345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 SR
Apts. available for second semester.

Thursday:

Friday:

$1.00 Bud & Bud Light pints
$1 .75 Domestic Bottles
$1.25 Rail Vodka
(Bud, Bud light, Bud Select, Miller Lite
$2.50 Red Bull & Vodka Coors Light, Rolling Rock, Pabst, Mgd
Live Music w/ Rev Rob
High Life)
$2.50 Premium Rums (Captia
OPEN JAM BAND
Sailor Jerry, Bicardi, Malibu, Parrot
Ba

Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _,,,,_00

lost & found

t

6 ~rOQrn house <;~4Q. camptis.;

and great times

3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms, Large
Lost: Movie related VHS tape. To
retrieve tape go to Old Main Room
2010.
Lost: One Gold Earing. Go to 2010
in Old Main to retneve this item.
Lost: Pair of Black Reading glasses.
Go to Records Office in Old Main
Rm. 1220.

~ ~

roommates

Roommate needed. Fully furnished
3 bedroom apt. Lg. kitchen
pakring available. Laundry room
largebedrooms, close to campus.
8 15-252-6542
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
Roommate for awesome house,
huge kitchen, 2 living rooms,
2 bathrooms, laundry, parking.
bedroom with thermostat. $300/
month. (630)865-7419.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
A lady wants to rent a bedroom call
217-345-5456

________ 9119

Sublessor needed for 1 Bedroom
Apt Available for spring 07. $265
month, water paid. Call 348-6787
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9112
Wanted: apartment mate, great
location, great price, available now.
Rent you r own room on 9th street
Females only. Call (217) 493-9234
-~------1 0-2

for sale

school year for more info www.
poteeterentals.com

or

217-345-

5088

---~~---00
5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2
bath, Largt bedrooms completely
remodeled new carpet, stove,
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch
and dining room. Available for the
06-07 school year for more info
www.poteeterentals.com or 217345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
SAVE

MONEY-NEWLY

REMODELED

HOUSE-

LARGE

ROOMS, STORAGE SPACE NEXT
TO
UNIVERSITY.
PARKING
AVAILASLE.348-8406

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
751 6TH ST. 1 BDRM APARTMENT
AVAILABLE. NO

PETS. WATER

AND TRASH PAID. 348-8305
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 00
1430

1/2

9TH

ST.

APARTMENT. 1 1/2 BATHS. OFF
STREET PARKING. NO PETS. 3488305
_ _ _ _ _ __ _

00

4 Bedroom Home close to campus.
New A/C. W!D Range and
refridgerator. $225 per person. No
pets. Call Joe 549-2060.

D

CC@mIDfF@ilililil@nu

AFFORDABLE. 4 BDRM UPSTAIRS

Fund Raiser for:

I~Lutkeralt/

cluucJv Yo~ (jro~

Where:

dtar/Mtolt/ or~ ~e3.S ~so~

Lincbtlt/ Hwy. Road

________9no

......._...____9~2

@nu~

VERY

1997 Nissan Sentra. Slack, clean,
153K mileage. Runs well 348-7781
Spences on Jackson is now
accepting Mastercard,Visa and
Debit. Great stuff at good prices.
We think a little crazy is good! 3451469T-S1-5 pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/18
Woman seeking houses to clean.
Experienced. Reasonable rates. Will
work according to your schedule.
345-6510
_____

Free WiFi

Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator, washer
and dryer. Available for the 06-07

Wl1en:
BALLET,MODERN,TAP,JAZZ AND
YOGA

FOR

CHILDREN,TEENS

AND ADULTS CLASSES BEGIN
SEPTEMBER 11. Jacqueline Bennett
Dance Center 3·15-7182
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15

11-4 SabtrdAy s~er 1€111'
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n UPI
FROM PAGE A1

Delman
said
UPI
considered filing a charge
against che administration
before che federaJ mediation
sessions began in August,
but decided co delay filing
co see if the mediator would
help che rwo parties reach a
compromise.
However,
UPI
was
unhappy
with
the
administration after the
second meeting with the
mediator Wednesday, Sept.
6, and then decided file the
charge, Delman said.

Wayland
had
said
he was surprised at the
disappointment of UPI
following
Wednesday's
meeting because he felt the
rwo parties made a lot of
progress.
"I am very perplexed co
hear the Union spokespersons
state disappointment with our
mediation session Wednesday
night," Wayland said.
"We have offered the
faculty a very attractive
compensation
package
consisting of 21.25 percent
increases over the next four
years. I am unaware of any
offer this good in the state of
Illinois," he said.
One sticking point UPI

BOB WAYUND

I UNIVERSITY NEGOTIATOR

"I am very perplexed to hear the Union spokespersons
state disappointment with our mediation session
Wednesday night . We have offered the faculty a very
attractive compensation package . .. "

has a problem with is receiving
wricccn language proposals
from chc administration,
Delman said.
"1l1ere have been many
instances when we've had
oral reassurances," he said.
"Then they don't happen,"
he added.

n Reaches
FROM PAGE Al

Ramos said, "I always volunteer at lease once a semester." In the
past, Ramos has volunteered for Alex's Lemonade Scand, which
raises money for children with
cancer.
ELENA RAMOS
Ramos also volunteered for SENIOR BIOLOGY
Crisis Nursery in Champaign p
and Kids in Chemistry. She's even
given her time co help ouc che Girl
Scours.
"I'm expecting (the SOFF} co be
really fun," Ramos said. "I've never
worked with special-needs people.
and I'm not really sure what to
expecr."
The Friends-For-A-Day cake
the Special Olympiads around co
carnival-like events such as the
bean-bag toss, karaoke, football,
basketball, golf and even a balloon
launch.
This year, the main amaction is
the "Raminacor," a monster cruclc
that will be on display. Drivers
Mark and Ttm Hall of Champaign
will be signing autographs.
Ramos and Gillet attended an orientation on Sept. 7, where
they were cold co expect a wide range of disabilities and ages
among the Special Olympiads. Some are physically disabled and
some arc mentally disabled. Some Special Olympiads arc verbal
communicators and others are non-verbal.
They were also informed that some Special Olympiads might
wane co wander around while others will be content co sit in one
place. Some are children and some are adults.
Aside from learning what co expect at the orientation, volunteers
had co figure out how co make it co Mattoon by 8 a.m. Although
a carpool will be available on Ninth Srreer ar 7:45 a.m., students
were encouraged co share rides with each other. Ramos and Giller
are sharing the ride with two other students.
Giller said volunteering is important ro her.
She feels like the experience of working wirh Special Olympiads
will make her feel good about herself.
"It sounds like an uplifting experience," she said.
Gillcc and Ramos ':lrc only rwo of chc nearly 600 Eastern
students who are giving up their Saturday to spend time with
a complccc stranger and hopefully gain a rich and meaningful
experience.
"We currently have 593 EJU students registered and arc still
receiving registration forms daily," said SOFF contact Vickie
Wickham.
Wickham, who has been with the program since it started in
1984, dubs the evenc a "hcarrwarming experience."
The SOFF started back in 1984 when the employees of the
Illinois Consolidated Telephone Company and former Eastern
President Richard Lumpkin "began searching for an event chat
would pull the employee group together in an activity outside
their normal work routines," Wickham said.
"The Special Olympics Family Festival was chosen and has since
been rhc annual event organized by the employees of Consolidated
Communications," he said.
The SOFF has been bringing che central Illinois area together
since it began. Volunteers from Springfield co Champaign,
Effingham ro Hillsboro and beyond.Local supporters of the SOFF
include EIU, Lake Land College, Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center, R.R. Donnelley and Sons, Fim Mid-lllinois Band and
Trust and General Electric.
·wichouc (the sponsors). this event would nor be possible,"
Wickham said.
The SOFF cakes place on Sacurday from 8 a.m. co 3 p.m. ac
Lake Land College in Macroon. A projected 593 students will
embark sleepy-eyed on rhc journey and come back with a bigger
perspective and a broader vision.
"I volunceer, .period, because I know we could be doing so
much more," Ramos said.
"We rake for granted that we can move around. (Volunteering)
kei:ps you grounded," ~c added.

BOONDOCKS

Wayland feels differencly
about the proposals.
"My response right now
is we have bargained in good
faith, we have given them
proposals in writing, they
don't like them and they don't
agree with them, but we are
bargaining in good faith."

Delman said he wanes ro
reach an agreement berwecn
the rwo parties as soon as
possible, but Wayland now
expects the negotiations co
take much longer because it
will cake months to deal with
the charge that was filed.
"All this is going ro do is

W

delay our negotiations for
a long period of time, its
certainly noc going co help us
reach a setclemenr." Wayland
said.
According co the Illinois
Education Labor Relations
Board Web site, rwo weeks
after the charge is received,
the administrarion will have
two weeks co give its response
ro the Illinois Education
Labor Relarions Board.
If the board determines
there is just cause, a hearing
wiJI be held co try the
charge.
The next negoaatton
meeting with the mediator
berween che parties is
scheduled for Oct. 11.

I AARON McGRUDER

LISTEN CAREFOl1Y. l'M
WHITT. MY OOSBANO IS
MCK'. MY OAOG!ffiR IS
NEr!HER. ONOERSTOOO?

NON SEQUITUR

IT'S OP TO JAZMINE TO
CONSlROCT HER CM'N

IOENTllY. WE OON'T WANT
~ OOING IT FOR
HER. IS THAT Q.EAR?

~T 9£ 00£0
ANYllllNG. OSE 1HE
'TERM "'WllllRAQAL"'
NMR "WHITE."' NMR

IF SHE

"ll.AQ(."'

OK?

I WILEY MILLER
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NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE
24 Farm call

ACROSS
1

Mowgli's friend
in "The Jungle
Boo'<"

45 Grandson

25 Hit list
21 Short shot, e.g.
28 Take the bait?

6 Secondary

education?
15 Half a robotic
name
16 Besides
17 Painng
18 "Just one
cotton-pickin'
minute I"
19 Changing
places
21 Mature
22
question
(Inquire)
23 Place to get a
date?

29 Goes

of
Leah
46 Pump stuff
47 Sights before
nights
49 Thoughtlessly
51 Indian tea
source
52 On and on and
on and on and

quickly
30 Held up
31 Votes for
32 lime pieces
33 Bed occupant
36 Existed
53 TV sports
personality
37 Football Hall-ofRodney
Famer Blount
40 Satchmo, really 54 Quartz variety
55 Museum
41 What you
Folkwang site
might give
someone you
don't like
DOWN
43 Saw stuff?
1 Flatter too
44 Fix one's eyes
much

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
E

R UP T

N

UPCAKES
Puzzle by Manny Noeowaky

I

D

E

B

E

D

R

2 Wisconsin city

N

I

E

R

0 T T A

14 Like

36 "How about 1t?"
Polyphemus, in
3 Modem travel
Greek myth
37 Downsides
convenience
20 More wiry
38 Issue
4 Consider
,
24 Who's Who
5 Bang-up
39
Photogs
contents
6 One-star hotel
26 "Now
41 Potsdam
attraction
I remember!"
Conference
attendee
7 Sets of guiding 27 Secured by
beliefs
rope. e.g.
42 Bronco
8 Certain winner
30 Fruitless
actions
9 Coal sites
31 Slaving away
44 "The
Lorax" author
10 Pet food, maybe 32 "Heavens to
Betsy!"
11 _power
47 Side track
33 Geezer
12 A fighting force
48 Be wide open
34We
13 Strat~ist's
35 Figuring (out)
creation
so Daisy_
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CITY I LOCAL PAWN SHOPS

Local pawnshops offer quick cash for a price
Pawnshops can be
used for cheap prices
and for loans
Chris Essig
Staff reporter

If there is one thing char uniccs all
college srudencs - besides all being
alcoholics, infatuated wich Chuck
Norris and owning an iPod - ic's
chat most are constantly teetering
on the brink of financial collapse.
An option rardy considered by
srudencs in this siruation is a foan
- not from a bank, however, but
from a pawnshop.
"[Pawn shops) can be a place
where people go if they cannot
gee a loan from a bank," said Sceve
Oarimonr, manager of Supreme
Pawn Shop on 1OOO l 8ch Sc.
This is bow it works: a customer
brings in an item to loan the
pawnshop and che shop gives them
money for it.
The customer has 30 clays return
to claim the i tern.
The pawnshops charge the
-cuscomer a 20 percent interest fee
for holding che icem for those 30
days.
Darimont emphasized this point
by showing the paperwork for his
most recent loan.
The eustomer got $200 for 6
gold rings, came back two weeks
later and bought chem back for

$240.
If the customer doesn't return
within 30 days, the product is legally
rurned over to the pawnshop.
According ro Oarimont, most
of the store's profit comes from the
shop's loan service.
_
Charleston has rhrec pawnshops
- Supreme Pawn Shop, Coles
County Pawn and Real Deals Pawn
and Gun-so students have a variety
of places co rum co when they arc in
dire need of cash.
Students can also outright sell
iccms to chc pawnshop if this loan
option doesn't sound appealing.
Darimont
recommended
visiting after the end of the semester
if srudencs need quick cash instead
of throwing away items not worth
hauling home.

Determining value
For a reference as to how much
co charge a customer for an icem,
Darimom mentioned eBay as his
No. 1 source.
David Isbell, owner of Coles
Counry Pawn, said he occasionally
uses eBay bur also consults a
professional.
Tony Clifton, owner of Real
Deans Pawn and Gun, said i}e
usually figures in che market value
and determines a price in bis head.
A customer must remember
however that pawn brokers are not
in the business co play che games
or watch the DVDs but in the
business to resell the items, Isbell
said, so what they expect to get our
of something is not always what

Tony Clifton, the owner of Real Deals Pawn & Gun, tests out a customer's stereo at his shop located at 227 State St. Thursday afternoon.

DAVE ISBEll 1 OWNER OF COLES COUNTY PAWN

"People have preconceived notions of what something is worth. What something is worth is
what I'm willing to pay for it."
they wane.
PO, dep<:nding on the shop.
"People
have
preconceived
Some items go under the radar,
notions of what something is however. Isbell gave an example of
worth. What something is wonh is someone who came in July with a
what I'm willing to pay for it,"' Isbell report that his digiraJ camera had
been missing since Thanksgiving.
said.
Isbell noted that the possibility
Worth is nor cue in stone and
can vary, lirerally, by the hour, he of such a circumstance because
said.
people don't cake ic (chdr products)
"I'm not a customer," Isbell said. our JUSr to make sure it's there
most and many only use the camera on
This
explains
why
pawnshops don't deal with off- special occasions, which arc usually
brands.
months apart.
Isbell proved this point when
"The days that people rake stolen
someone wanted to sell a Coby items to pawn shops are over,"
digital camera.
Darimont said.
He was quickly rurned down.
Why would someone buy char
camera for $25 here when chey can Buying second-hand
go ro Wal-Marc and buy a new one
Another option for potential
for $40, Isbell asked.
pawnshop customers is taking
Isbell said he turns down a lot advantage of the often outrageously
more items then he buys because of cheap hand-me-downs the pawn
this reason.
shops have to offer.
Examples
include:
jewdry,
guirars, audio equipment, game
consoles ranging from GameBoys co
Finding stolen property
All items that are sold co the GameCubes, outdated computers
pawnshop go through rigorous and accessories, assorted cools, neon
paperwork and are examined by alcohol lighcs and cheap CDs and
the Charleston Police Department, DVDs.
the sheriff's department, Cole's
"Where else can you buy skulls
County PD and/or the Mattoon and DVDs in the same place?"

Darimonc said.
Ycs,skullsalongwichamonsuous
array of knives and sunglasses co
name a few. But this is no junk
shop. noted Darimont - only a
place where someone can go co gee
icems .at half the retail price.
Examples given by Darimont
include a 32-inch RCA thac's only
three years old for $100, minifridges for $40 and CDs for $3.
"Why would you go to WalMarc when you can buy DVDs here
for $5?" Darimonr asked.
Coles County Pawn has similar
sales on DVDs and CDs buc is the
only pawn shop that has an adulc
room chat sells tobacco accessories
and pornographic material, the most
lucrative attraction, said Isbell.
Real Deals Pawn and Gun has
vinyl records co go with its CDs and
is the only place chat sells guns, and
it currencly bas furnirure on sale.

the ground up in ics currenc location
at 227 State St. because of ics traffic
location.
'Tvedealtwich Harley Davidsons
to you name it," Clifton said.
Clifton is nor the only one with
experience.
Isbell bought an existing
pawnshop at 325 West Madison
Ave. ten years ago. Over the years,
Isbell has noticed a decline in nor
only customers but people in general
since the age to encer a bar rose co
21. When the drinking age was
19, the cown was wall-co-wall with
students, he said, but now che trend
is to go home on the weekends.
"Eastern has turned into a junior
college. Not che college icsclf, as it is
still a state university, but che area
around college," Isbell said.
It's nor as active as it once was,
he said.
Choosing which p.a~ shop out
of the three co do business with is.
according to Isbell, like choosing
Shopping for uperience
whether to go to Wal-Mart or KReal Deals Pawn and Guns is Mart.
Clifton's third pawnshop, the last of
It depends on which place has
which was in The Square.
what the customer is looking for and
Clifton, who was part owner, which store offers ir the cheapest.
blamed a lack of parlcing for its
"It's not like we have the freshest
demise and built Real Deals from cues of meat," Isbell ~d.

UNIVERSITY I CUPB

CUPB addresses concerns with mission statement
By Ashl•J Rueff
Senior UniYefsity reporter

-

The Council for University
Planning and Budgeting will elect
new officers ar irs first meeting ofthe
year today. CUPB chair Pat Fewell
said beginning of the year activities
like electing officers and setting

a meeting schedule will be on the
agenda for the first meeting. They'll
also take care of issues left over from
che end last year, like revising the
university mission statement.
"Every once in a whiJe we need
to look at the mission statement
and make sure ic still fits with what
we're doing," Fewell said. "We're in

the process of wrapping it up."
A member of the Board of
Trustees voiced some concerns,
prompting CUPB to take another
look at the statement.
It wiU most likely be sent to the
mission scatcment sub-committee,·
she said.
Also at the meeting, a report

done at the end of last year will
be presented to the council chat
evaluates the composition of
CUPB.
"Basically, it looks at the makeup (of CUPB) to see if there are
redundancies," Fewell said.
There arc 36 members on che
council, and the report should

evaluate if all those positiolll'
are needed. The large number is
sometimes difficult for the council.
"Getting a quorwn of 18 on t
Friday afternoon is real interesting.
she said.
The meeting will cake place at
p.m., today in the Areola-Ti
Room.

on

BJ Matt PoH
Associate Verge Editor

From the pub to the house party, kegs
have been chc cenccr ofattention at social
gatherings for decades.
Bue nor all kegs arc filled with beer or
were intended co house beer.
Invented and made by coopers, a person
who makes wooden staved v~ls ofconical
form, kegs (which is half of a barrel) were
used co store and transport items such as
nails and screws, according to hrtp://www.
wikipcdia.org.
According to the Web site, the definition
of a keg is "a metal concainer (usually
conscrucced of stainless sreel) used ro hold
beer and other alcoholic or non-alcoholic
drinks, carbonated or not carbonated,
generally under presswe."
Kegs come in all shapes and sizes such as

a barrd, which holds
anywhere from 31 to
42 gallons; a full keg,
which can house 15.5
gallons; a pony keg or
quaner barrel, which
capacitaces 7.75 gallons;
or a torpedo keg, which
only holds 5. l gallons.
For all practical

providing idencificarion.
The employee must
then make a photocopy of
the customer's license co
provide co police.
"The cops do get all
the keg permits," Loquist
said. "Some nights che
cops will come in and say,
'Man, we're selling a lot of

purposes, college

~egs.

srudcncs cypically
pwchase full kegs of

beer.
"We carry (kegs of)
Keystone light, High
Life, (Milwaukee's)
Best, Icehouse and the premiums," said
Brian Loquist, manager ar East Side Package.
A local ordinance requires a customer
to fill out a keg permit form in addition ro

"'
Customers arc required
co 6ll ouc these permits

,_

cruchfuUy, even though
chac isn't always the case.
"Sometimes you get
funny guys," be added.
"One lime a guy put down Ncverland (for
an address) and said he was Peter Pan."
Loquisc said, students account for the
score's steady flow of business especially

during che firsr weekend before classes and
homecoming.
"It's our busiest time of the year," he said
about homecoming. "They're talking abouc
opening ar 6 a.m. on that Sarurday so people
can ger to the parade and parties."
For the Charleston Police Deparanent,
fall is the biggest time of the year for keg
panics according ro Deputy Chief Dave
Chambers.

He said cicy ordinance violation fines chat
rcsulc from keg parties can range anywhere
from $75 to $750 per offense.
"When you hose these parties, you're
caking a gamble no one will complain,"
Chambers said. "Easily, a host of a keg parry
can find themselves holding $2,000 in city
tickers."
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Kegiquette
By Holly Thmoas

Associate Verge Editor

Verge Editor

You've just lefc rhe bar or some parry, and you're
walking down the meet when you hear loud, inviting music coming from a house that's surrounded
hundreds of people. It's afcerhours, and you wanr
to party. You gee up co the front, purchase your cup
and head for the keg. When you gee there, you find
yourself waiting in a line longer chan rhe one at the
DMV Here are some tips I've found co be useful
when crying to maximize your keg-party experience.
First, ask your cup dealer how many kegs there
are and when they were tapped. This will help you
calculate rhe cost of rhe cup by rhe number of
drinks you will potentially consume. If you don't
wane pay for a cup (cheap ass). you can always find
a discarded cup on rhe ground and rinse it our with
beer.
Second, if you don't want co wait in the long
line for a brew, have a female fill you up. Ladies are
usually waved on through to the front of the line, so
take advantage.
Third, look for people playing drinking games
and ask co gee in. Not only is it a great way to meet
new people, buc you can almost guarantee they will have a pitcher full of
beer exclusively for revelers playing the
game. Keep these tips in mind and you
will never be left with an empty cup.

Class just ended, the last for the week. It's time to
gee ready for the kegger you've been looking forward
co that's been the only thing motivating you co gee
through che week. Excited as you are, you must not
overlook some bare essentials for proper keg etiquette.
Ir scares with preparation such as packing and dressing. When packing up your purse, your girlfriend's
purse or man bag. remember co bring a supply of
plastic cups. Pack all colors and don't forger the rare
clear cup.
When dressing yourself for a kegger, cake into
consideration rhac you might be participating in a keg
stand. Girls, don't wear skins, short shorts or shirts chat
you can't ruck. Guys, make sure you're wearing marching socks and if your chest is hairy, a shire chat you can
ruck in.
Pace yourself (girls) at the party. Don't be chat chick
who cries all nighc. Guys, a bad move at the parry
would be being that guy who stands next to the keg al]
night hitting on every girl who needs a refill ... creepy.
When you get your cup filled, walk away quickly. You
don't want to gee stuck filling everyone else's cup or
standing next to the creepy guy.
Mingle around, have fun and don't
overstay your welcome. Check out the
bars and other parties going on. WALK
home and get some sleep, you'll need it
for the next night out.

Matt Poli can be reached at DENverge@gmail.com
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He Said, She Said
By Matt Poli

20 State St.
Charleston, IL
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sterile environment
•Great prices on
the best tattoo work
anywhere
• Portrait and custom work available

Holly Thomas can be reached at DENverge@gmail.com
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FROM PAGE Bl

While Chambers said he's unsure of how many
keg parries occur in a weekend, he said he's seen
as few as five and as many as 30 or 40 in one
weekend.
Noe all keg parties need.to serve alcohol,
however.
Bob Watson, manager of Dogs N Suds, said
they sell kegs of roor beer.
"I don't really advertise (kegs)," he said. "Maybe
that's why we don't sell coo many."
Root beer kegs come in five, eight and 16gallon sizes ranging in prices from $19 - $45 plus a
$75 deposit fee.
Whatever rhe choice may be, alcohol or root
beer, Chambers urges students to be responsible.

list
Top Five Drinking Songs
Certain songs just go well with drinking. Here's our picks.

n " Kiss Me, I'm S***faced" by Dropkick
Murphy's I "So kiss me, I'm s***faced/ I'm soaked, I'm
soiled and brown/ In the trousers, she kissed me/ And I
only bought her one round."
n "Margaritaville" by Jimmy Buffet I "Wasted away
in Margaritaville/ Searchin' for my lost shaker of salt/
Some people claim that there's a woman to blame/ But I
know, it's my own damn fault."
n "Cigarettes and Alcohol" I "I was looking for
some action/ But all I found was cigarettes and alcohol."
n "Brass Monkey" by Beastie Boys I "Got this
dance that's more than real/ Drink Brass Monkey here's
how you feel/ Put your left leg down, your right leg up/ nit
your head back, let's finish the cup."
,, "99 Bottles of Beer on the Wall" by
Unknown I "Take One Down, Pass it Around"
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By Holly Thomas
Verge Editor

Meeting people at college isn't as hard as some of
you newbies may think. Sure you could rum Greek,
join a club or play intramurals buc there are some
other ways co go about ic. Instead of going co a lot of
organized events co meet a variety of people, go to the
many parries chat Eastern students offer. le may take
rhe edge off of stressing about finding friends because
it's a win-win situation. How so you ask? Well, you
could potentially be the life of the parry and will
have new Facebook friend requests waiting for you
by the next morning or if you're a complete lame,
no worries, most of the people were probably drunk
and won't remember your name let alone how dull
or foolish you were. So you're really not raking that
much of a risk.
Now remember this is a guide on how to meet
people, not your future mate. No one wants to be
that guy who met his wife in college when she was
puking on the kitchen fioor afcer doing a keg stand in
a skin. And no one wants to be that girl who met her
husband while he was peeing on the side of the house
at the same time he was hammering a beer.
Here are a few ways to meet people at a party.
I.
Start a conversation that fires people up. It'll
break the ice. Some example topics are parking and
construction at Eastern, how U of I has a bar curfew
of 2 a.m. and Eastem's is still I a.m., how our campus
needs a Burger King or White Castle or anything
dealing with President Bush.
2.
Break something big. The hosts may hate
you but the rest of the crowd will chink ic's hilarious.
3.
Dance on the cable. Ic's a great atcentiongetter and a way co show off your moves. No one
wanes a friend chat can't dance.
4.
Beer pong. You ger a good record, you get a
good rep and invited to other tourneys.
5.
Compete for the best keg stand record.
6.
Walk like a duck and quack. I don't know
why, buc that guy always has a lot of friends.
And if none of chose mechods work, buy people
cups. Five dollars isn't too much to spend on a friend.
Lots of people buy tlic\1' friends for much more than
• ·thac,
·
·
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Fans get a dose of funk at Friends
The bands' two-night
run impressed the fans
and our critic
By Chris Essig
Verge reporter

Four out of five stars
Performance on Friday, Sept. 8
Describing the Fuz is a matter
of copying and pasting any jam
band's denotacion, a universal description char hasn't changed much
since the birth of the genre.
The Fuz's song scrucrure is
rypicaJ; band members ease into
their jams wich smooth vocals and
careful picking before cutting the
singing and kicking the instruments up a notch ever so sparingly
until it's on full blast.
1bis is the fine art of progression char che Fuz obviously study
as much as chey perform and are
more chan willing to prove.
Bue progression doesn't limit
icself ro jusc che songs but the show
in its entirety. le becomes increasingly obvious the more they play
the better they gee while leaving
the crowd demanding an encore
nearly every cime.
What sees them aparc from the The Fuz sweats on stage as they perform original and cover songs.
crowd, however, is how seamlessly
, f
r • ~
they move from song co song and, more impressively, &om
theme.
The transitions were so nonchalant in fact that che fans
original co cover.
were more successful in naming all che ceases than the band
Within the rwo-hour sec, the Fuz covered Widespread
Panic ("Climb 2 Safety") and Frank Zappa ("Willie the
members.
Pimp") along wirh a plethora of ceases including Moe, Led
The Fuz just do it better than most imitations by using all
the best jam band qualities so appropriately that I dare you
Zeppelin, Primus, the Allman Brothers Band and the X-Files

PHOTO llY CHRIS ESSIG I DAILY EASTBll MEWS

co find a better deaJ for $5.
While not as heavy as Umphrey's McGee, as elegant as
Phish or as gnarly as Moe, the Fuz cake an equal amount our
of these, along with all their idols, to deliver a package that's
as complete as it is refreshing.

•
review

'' Beerfest ,,.
Drinking with stereotypes
Two and a half Stars out of five

By Brian O'Malley
Verge Movie Critic

The men responsible for making syrupchugging a normal college challenge now
lay their focus on a more basic chuggable
college item; beer.
The movie opens with a disclaimer
warning viewers to avoid drinking as much Photo from the movie "Beerfest."
as the characters in the movie or else "you
next festival.
will die."
and Todd Wolfhousc who travel to Munich
co place the ashes of their grandfather, a
Thus che other three members of
The boys of Broken Lizard, who had
Broken Lizard enter. Kevin Heffernan
huge success with 2001's "Super Troopers"
brief cameo by Donald Sutherland, at che
plays Landfill, a hotdog eating champ,
family burial grounds.
with much help from a mostly college-aged
That's where
Jay Chandrasekhar, the
audience, make "Beerfest."
movie's director, plays a
they discover
Unlike "Troopers" and 2004's "Club
poor male prostitute, who
Dread," however, "Beerfest" has more direct "Beerfest" and
"'Beerfest' is a
ties to college life because of the movie's use find out chat
also happens to be an
straightforward college
some of their
expert with quarters and
of popular Cirinki.ng games, like Asshole,
Quarters and Beer Pong.
Steve
Lemme plays a Jewrelatives accuse
comedy, complete with
ish scientist, who studies
With a movie like this you know what
their grandpa
sexual references,
"everything including
you're gening. If you're looking for a movie
of stealing a
Wolfhaus
(the
beer," and is often seen
to tug at your intellect, go seesomeching
potty humor and
"working" with frogs co
else.
German spellunnecessary nudity."
ing) family beer
gee them co reproduce.
Those who were disappointed with
Making Lemme's
recipe, which they
"Club Dread's" fusion of horror and comecharacter Jewish is just
believe to be false.
dy wiU be happy co know thac "Beerfesc" is
The Wolfhaus' claim they aren't related to
the beginning.
a straightforward college comedy, complete
che Wolfhouses.Jan and Todd then make it
Because of the Olympics-like approach
with sexual references, potty humor and
co this event, the viewer will be up co his
unnecessary nudity.
a point to find three other teammates and
beer helmet in stereotypes of cultures from
train up to defeat the German team in the
Paul Sorer and EricStolharuke play Jan

all over the world.
Early on the Germans win che festival
crown by beating, you guessed it, the Irish
ream.
The Canadian team is complece with
hockey jerseys and the "Yah" accencs,
the Australians look like five Crocodile
Dundees, che Mexicans are decked out in
cowboy hacs, plaid shires and brass belc
buckles and the Swedish team is made up
of five busty blondes in bikinis.
The Germans yodel, wear lederhosen
and are depicted as whiny and airheaded
and often bicker with one another. They
use a submarine in one scene to spy on the
Americans and Grandpa Wolfhaus, che
German coach, breaks up a team argument
by saying "this is not a democracy."
Maybe I'm giving Broken Lizard too
much credit, but a pare of me believed that
these guys were crying co make a point
about che United States' relationship with
the rest of the world. At one point the festival crowd even chants "USA sucks."
Todd Wolfhouse makes a statement
about che German team of boozers that
could be related to the way our nation's
military is handled today.
"They want a war? We'll give chem a war
they won't believe."
Movies like "Deer Hunrer," "Predator,"
and even "Seven Samurai" are referenced,
whether it was deliberate or not.
Broken Lizard tends to get big.names in
their movies among lesser knowns.
Brian Cox was the chief in "Super
Troopers." Bill Paxton was the Jimmy Buffecc-esque island owner in "Club Dread."
Along with Sutherland, veteran actress
Claris Leachman is featured in "Beerfesc"
and country singer Willie Nelson makes a
cameo at the end of the movie.

tap
TODAY
HOT FEET

Time I 10 p.m.
Location I Friends & Co.
More info I $3 at the door
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The sign in front of the Fox Ridge State Park. Running on trails, bird watching and fishing are a few of the activities available at the park.

SATURDAY

LOST SPACE
Time I 10 p.m.
Location I Friends & Co.
More info I $3 at the door
MAYDAY

Time I 10 p.m.
Location I Mac's Uptowner
More info

I $5 at the door

THEM DAMN IUDS

Local site offers camping, hiking and more
"Oh, it is
With its scenic crccs draping across the
green grass and the sun sparkling off the lake,
Fox Ridge is a great place co go camping during most of the school year.
But according to Glenn Lyons, the Fox
Ridge Sice Supcrincendenr, not many srudenrs
use the camping facilities.
"I wouldn't say chat Eastern students use
the camping facilities very often," Lyons said.
"They use the day-use areas, hue not usually
the camping areas. We have a lot of families
and senior citizens thac come here and camp."
However, there are many students who do
use the Fox Ridge facilities for acrivicies other
than camping.
Erin Keefe, a senior mathematics major,
said she loves co go co Fox Ridge and work
our. In fact, she goes hiking on the fitness trail
three times a week.

Time I 8 p.m.
Location I Jackson Ave.
More info I No cover

...

SUNDAY
BRENT BYRD

Time I 9 p.m.
Location I Mac's Uptowner
More info I No cover

llAR WW J l'OllllCE OIUIE

gorgeous out
chcrc," she said.
"The fitness
trail bas monkey bars and
other obstacles,
so you gee to do more things than just run."
Even though Keefe said that she is an outdoor enthusiast and a regular camper, she has
never camped at Fox Ridge before.
That will be changing this year, however.
She and her friends are planning a camping
trip in October.
"I love camping," she continued. "I like being oucdoors, hlking, kayaking and jusc being
able co relax outside."
Clint Harvey, a psychology graduate
srudcnt, also enjoys the many activicics Fox
Ridge has co offer, buc he is more of a fan of
hunting.
"The wildlife quality at Fox Ridge is pretty
good," he said. "The scenery was nice, especially in the fall with all the leaves changing
colors ... for scare grounds, I chink they do a
really good job of managing the place."
But if one would like co go camping at Fox
Ridge, usually the most popular seasons co do
so are in the fall or spring.
"People are more likdy to go camping

when it is a bit cooler," Lyons said. "You
know, when ir is good sleeping weather."
Fox Ridge has a total of 42 camping sites
with only 12 of chose sites requiring rescrvacions.
The remaining 30 sites are "fuse come, fuse
serve.
Drinking water, toilet and shower facilicies, picnic tables, cooking grills and a sanitary
dumping stacion arc all located in the main
campgrounds.
The standard rate is $15-a-day for a site,
hue discountS are available co senior citizens
and Illinois disabled veterans and POW's.
For more informacion, call Fox Ridge Stare

..

Park at 217-345-6416.
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Other Hctiuities at f OM Ridge...
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THURSDAY, SEPT. 21
DEAR AUGUST

Time

I 9 p.m.

Location I The Panther Paw
More info I $3 at the door
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St. Louis
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Champaign-Urbana

BJ Jason Duarte

BJ StacJ Smith

BJ DannJ Dudl•J

Strike Anywhere will perform today at the Beat
Kitchen (2100 W. Belmotu Ave., Chicago, IL 60618)
wich Ignite, A Global Threat and Modern Life is War.
Show begins at 5 p.m. and is an all-ages show.
Built co Spill will perform, coday and Saturday, ac the
Metro (3730 Nonh Clark Strecc, Chicago, IL 60613)
widt Helvetia. This show is for people 18 years and older.
Tickets are $19 in advance or $21 at the door. Doors
open at 8 p.m. Show stans at 9 p.m.
Ac Metro Smanbar, Dotchcrry presencs on Sarurday
DJ Heather. Jwtin Long and Sativa. This show is for
people 21 years and older. Tickcts are $10, and the show
scans at I 0 p.m.
Wax on Radio will pcrfurm its CD release show on
Sunday, ar the Metro. Opening acts arc The Felix Culpa,
The Nonh Adantk., Villains ofVcrona and Death Ships
(also its CD rdeasc show). This show is for people of all
ages. Tickm are $9, Ind the show starts at 6 p.m.

The Schlafly Tap Room will have ics 8"' annual beer festival on
Saturday. More than 40 beer sryles will be available for sampling
and dcmonscracions will cake place. Live music by Hop in the City
will perform from noon till 5 p.m. Tickets arc $30 ac the door.
The City Museum has an everyday circus fearuring jugglers,
clowns, magicians, mimes and more. Admission is free with the
purchase of a museum cickct. The museum is open from l 0 co 1
a.m. on Sarurdays and 11 a.m. cill 5 p.m.• Sundays. The museum
includes amaccions like renovated archicecrure, a train cown model
and a mayhem exhibit.
The Arc Loop Gallery Hop will have 12 galleries showcasing
pieces from The Ccncer of C reative Arts, Sc. Louis. Faces in the
Loop, The Gallery, Comptonere Gallery and much more in the
Loop Neighborhood. The free showcase will cake place from 5 co
10 p.m., today.

Buckethcad featuring "That One Guy" will perform today ac che Canopy Club, 708 S. Goodwin Ave. in Urbana.
Show srarcs at 9 p.m. and costs $15 ac the door.
The University of Illinois tennis alumni will hold a reunion match ac the Atkins Tennis Center starcipg ac noon
today and is free of charge.
On Saturday, the Vcrcebraccs arc playing ar the Iron
Post, 120 S. Race Sc. in Urbana. The show costs $12 at the
door and scans ac 9 p.m.
Check ouc the great Cline Eascwood in his Western
flick "Unforgiven" thar also Stal$ Gene Hackman, Morgan
Freeman and Richard Hanis. It will play on the Vuginia
Theacers' massive screen Saturday for only $3.
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Panther

FROM PAGE B8

Masane1C said there is a deceiving
area of the course chat the girls
go through once and che guys go
rhrough cwice chat can really throw
you off if you aren't prepared for
ir.
Last year at the conference
meet, it was around 1500 meters
to the finish and if rhey would have
stopped the race right before that
lase mile or so, rhe Eastern men
would have lose 51-28.
Bue from there co the finish, rhe
Panthers moved so well and passed
people up because they knew that
part was rough.
Despite being very far behind,
they were able to pick up speed
in chat rough stretch and win the
meet.
"The last K is really fiat, it is a
lot of grass and that is what our
team is going to focus on, a lot of
teams don't know about chac pare
of the course and we do so we are
going to be prepared for that and
jump on people," said freshman
Justin Stewart.
Masanet said Eastern will
continue to pack run in the
Panther Invitational but this is the
meet where they wilJ start picking
up the pace but scilJ run as a ream,
just run a little harder.
The meet starts and finishes at

H

Revenge

FROM PAGE 88

The Panther defense will have co
tighten up cheir run defense, which
ranks No. 100 in the nation after
allowing a combined 467 yards
after playing Dlinois and Indiana
State.
"Stopping the run is always a key
bur in thfa game moreso because
they have a physical ream," Easrem
linebacker Lucius Seymour said.
Eastern {1-1) comes inro Normal
wich a more experienced oftensive
ceam, led by Donato. The junior
signal caller had 250 yards passing
in its 31-2 l home-opening victory
against Indiana State and leads the
nation's fifth-ranked offense.
"I chjnk chat there's a sense of
re.lief that I can do what it takes to
be one of the best at my position,"
Donato said.
Micah Rucker, Donato's new
favorire passing target, noc only
is in a showcase battle Saturday
with Redbirds' receiver Laurene
Robinson but also may be without
fellow starter Ryan Voss.
Voss suffered an injury in the
fourth quarrer against Indiana Stare
that has kept him our of practice all
week.
"Jermaine Mobley, Justin Dubai,
Adam Kesler, those players have co
step up in the receiving position,"
said Hutson about Easrern's other
wide receivers. "As far as che game
plan, it doesn't change che game
plan, bur it allows them ro rake
more reps than they would in a
normal week."
Robinson, who has caughc a pass
in 27 straight games, is also listed
as questionable after he missed lase
Saturday's game and is scilJ nursing
an ankle injury.
"I don't chink their style of
offense wilJ change because
Laurent Robinson is in there or
isn't in there," Eastern defensive
coordinator Roe Bdlanton.i said.
"They're going to run rhe ball and
they're going to cake some shots
down the field."

Sports Editor
Matt Daniels
Illinois State 31,
Eastern 20
Luke Drone will

be the difference in
the game. The ISU
quarterback passed
for 2,930 yards last season and with the
Panther defense focusing their attention
mainly on running back Pierre Rembert,
the game is in Drone's hands. Mike
Donato and the offense can't capitalize
on scoring opportunities - something ISU
will do. Illinois State is better than Illinois,
having given Kansas State a scare in the
season opener. Eastern has improved
from its season-opening game at Illinois,
but the Redbirds are too much. Eastern
loses for the fourth straight time to Illinois
State.

Associate Sports Editor
Marco Santana
Allll PllEWSERG I THE DAILJ WTHl IEWS

Illinois State 27, Eastern 17

The Panther men's cross country team runs drills on O'Brien Stadium's track on Tuesday afternoon.
che Panther Trail, which is by the
campus pond and pavilion by the
soccer fidds.
Since this is the only home

H

Stevens

FROM PAGE 88

Defensive coordinacor Roe
Bellantoni was almosr preparing
Panther fans for this reality after
Clint Sellers' injury and the lack of
depth in the front seven.
Last year, this defense was
stuffing che run on first down,
putting the starting quarterback
in the hospital on second down
and getting a rurnover on third
down after the backup quarterback
fumbled the ball immediately after
wetting his pants.
So let's break it down.
First down - in boch of the fuse
two games, opponents have rushed
for average of 233 yards (that
eliminates step one of the plan)
and have been in the red zone five
times.
The Panthers have been blown
off the ball at the line ofscrimmage
early in the game and this has led
to back-co-back fuse half deficits,
against Illinois and Indiana State.
It's understandable chat lllinois
rushed up, down, around and
through rhe ovcrmatched Panther
defense.
Bur Indiana State, along with
Lou w~·s fuse-born son and its

meet, the team is hoping for a large
crowd our there co cheer them on
in the race.
"We've always had really good

crowds, lase year che newspaper
estimated like 1,000 people, and I
.think it hdps chat we have a lot of
ID-state teams.

18-game losing streak, ran for 122
yards, too.
Second down - Pierre Walters
bas three sacks in two games and
could be the first Panther player Ill
20 years to have double digits.
However, the Panthers have a
total of three sacks.
According to my marh, thac
means Walters is the only one
getting
any pressure on the
quarterback.
The only two guys missing from
the 2005 front seven chat injured
three quarterbacks in a two-game
screech is Kory Loche and Clint
Sellers, bur Lothe's replacernenc is
Walters.
For a Panthers' win Sanuday,
Redbirds quarterback Luke Drone
must spend all evening on his wallet
instead of sitting in the pocker and
getting the 228 yards passing that
che Panther pass defense is giving
up per game.
Thlrd down - Eastern is still
managing about two turnovers a
game and are amazingly getting
them when they're down.
The Panthers relied on ocher
team's mistakes lase season but
were defensdess against Southern
Illinois in the playoffs when the
veteran and more talented Salukis
didn't make any.

Like ic or not, Eastern's defense
was the main reason the Panthers
are defending the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship and
why Bellantoni should bt a secious
candidate for a I-AA head coaching
or a I-A coordinator job.
This also means they muse be
solid for a repeat co happen.
Jllinois State has a quarterback
who has experience getting wins
against playoff caliber teams in the
Gateway Conference, a dominating
Big Ten transfer ar running back
and a game-breaking performer ac
wide receiver.
The Redbirds are a Top- I 0 I-AA
team and they are playing chem in
Normal, where they haven'r won
since che Tony Romo-era.
While all of these things
would've been true regardless,
everything lines up for che Panthers
to lose and the main aspect chat
could help chem pull off an upset
is che defense.
The 2005 team proved that yes,
they couldhandle char responsibility
but the 2006 squad still must
answer chose questions before they
talk playoff berch, conference title
and national championship.
This is one of those games where
they can tell all che people with
concerns ro shuc up.

..

The Panthers got
a bit of a respite last
week and took care
of the game Shat
they knew they had
to have.
In week one,
they lost a game that
everyone knew they probably were going
to lose.
But this weekend is a game that
could make or break any postseason
aspirations.
If they win, they will be in good shape.
If they lose, they might have to win their
conference to advance to the postseason.
But for a third week in a row, they
won't be able to stop the running game
once again.

Sports Reporter
Matt Stevens
Illinois State 35,
Eastern 21
It's been almost

a decade since
Eastern has gone
to Hancock Stadium and beaten the
Redbirds. Illinois State is a leg~imate
national title contender and Eastern
is still maybe one year away from that
distinction. The key is the Panthers have
allowed their opponents il'\side the red
zone 10 times in two games and once
.the Redbirds get inside the 20, they will
punch it in.

Season Records: Daniels (2-0),
Santana (2-0), Stevens (1-1)
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Start off the weekend right
with an ad in the Uerge
for Information on aduertlslng
call your friendly ad rep at 581-2816
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She played at a national
powerhouse in high school along
with her current teammate, Kera
Griffin.
Her senior year, she won a
state tide at Mother McAuley. In
her second season, she is second
on the team with 3.36 kills per
game.
On Tuesday, she talked to
Associate Sports Editor Marco
Santana about her young career
and also talked about what she
likes co do in her spare time.

You play northwestern Friday. What's it
like playing Big programs?
l chink when we were playing Florida Sc. we
were a lirrle intimidated buc once we srarced
playing we got less and less intimidated and
I think this weekend, we just have to not be
intimidated at all.
We just have to go in there and play our

game.
We can compete wirh anybody. lr's a Joe of
fun because we, it's kind of a curse, we kind
of play reams co their level. Hopefully we'll be
playing ac a high level this weekend.
They gee cheir big plays and they get
excited.
Basically we have. to focus on our game,
running our syscem.

Your cousin, Mary Welch, is also on the
team. Ever get into any fights?
Before rhe Western game I guess we got
into a linle tiff about like something stupid
like warming up because we were pepper
partners.
(Sener Lauren) Schutte broughc ic up
yesterday about how "you guys were so funny
yelling at each other." And we were both
looking at each other like "we don't even
remember."
We're like siscers. We'll get into huge fights
and rhen like five minutes lacer, we'll forger
about ir and it's over wirh.
When we were younger we'd get grounded
from each other. Our morns would ground us
from each orher.
We'd be like "nooo" and we'd cry about it
and ger into another fighc. Like Barbies and
scuff like that.
We'd gee into a fighr about who was che
captain of what team.
Whar Barbie was the captain of what
team.

A kill, 1 dig, a libero. Why the heck
dothey use tllose ter111S7
Ifl knew, I would have a million dollars.
Kill, you're ending che play, you're killing it,
chat's ir.
Diggin. you're digging che baJI (makes a
!>hovding morion).
You're raking ic away from somebody else.
Like you're digging it our of the ground.
Libero term, I have no idea. l don'c chink
anybody knows.

JAY &IAllEC

1THE MILT WTBI IEWS

Caitlin Balsam is second on the team in kills per game in only her second season. In her junior year of high school, she helped lead her
team to the Elite 8 and won a state championship in her senior year. She has been playing volleyball since fifth grade and gave up all
other sports when she began high school.
When che position came our, we were all
in the USA ruJe book and we were wondering
whac it is and it jusc has a definition of what
the position is.
It doesn't explain why it's called chat or
anything.
We used it in club when I was a
sophomore.
I chink they just applied it in high school
this year or something.
I think it was in college before we had ir
in high school.

Which 3 athletes would JOU want to be
stranded on an island with?
Oh God!
Michael Jordan, definitely, I chink everyone
would pick him.
Rex Grossman because I just like co look ac
him. And Qganna Nnamani.
She's alway5 been
like rhe big hero of
mine.
She's awesome, she's
on the Olympic ream
and everything.
She always seems
like a fighter.
I never had the
pleasure of playing
Michael Jordan
with her or againsr
her bur I cried ouc for
a ream with her one
time and she jusc blew everyone away.
Like, her presence on the coun is jusc
amazing.
I jusc chink she'd be a loc of fun. Michael
Jordan because he's just an amazing person,
I think.
He'd be a Joe of fun co be with.

What was hosting the
tournament last year like7

hits

conference

I was kind of new so I kind of didn'c know
what co expect.
_
And I was used co hosring cournamenrs
at McAuley. We hosted one of the biggest
tournaments in high school, the Nike
Challenge.
I'm used co being close to like making
people feel at home. I guess I jusr cried co do
char.
I love playing buc at rimes when I can'r gee
the job done, I'd like somebody co go in for
me and get the job done for me.
No, I'm nor fine with siuing the bench. I
get upset when I sir che bench cause I know I
did someching wrong.
Bue rhe most irnporcanc thing co me is
teamwork and seeing my ceam win.

You list mary's father, Tom, as one of
your heroes. What was he like?
He passed away when I was a sophomore
(in high school).
He's Mary's dad.
He was aJways like played, like, a major
role in everyone in our family's life.
He was jusc awesome.
He caught me bow co dribble a basketball,
and, um, he was Mary's coach.
I aJways admired their relarionship with
each other and, um, whenever he would come
out co sec me play I would always, like, try
and impress him a lot (laughs).

CAITLIN BALSAM
On lmn9 witll team.ates ...
JI I live with Kari HaUSWlfth, Lauren Sopcic and
Lauren Schutte.
We're big colorers in our house.
We have huge SpongeBob (coloring books).
I'm pretty good. No, we're all really good.

On life after college ...
JI I'm kind of unclear on whether I want to go
into a hospital setting or whether I want to go in

a school.
I think I'm leaning toward going into a school
atmosphere so we get to go to work from fike 8
to like 2:30 or something.
That would be fun to start out with.
I love hanging out with !Ods so that will be a
lot of fun.

On her last mowle watched ...
H "You, Me and Dupree" at the dollar theater in
the square. It was hilarious.
I actuaHy got sOOshed like Jive times to be
quiet. I forgot )'OU weren't supposed to laugh at
movies.
I kind of have a loud laugh. I'm a loud laugher
(laughs loudy).

On concerts ...
,, This summer 1saw two concerts, I saw Stellar

Road and I saw Poison (laughs).

"We're like sisters. We'll get into huge fights and then like five minutes later, we'll
forget about it and it's over with. When we were younger, we'd get grounded from each
other. Our moms would ground us from each other."

They were free corfcerts. I just went because1

got free tickets.
It was a lot of flJ'I.
Me, ~ her boyfriend. My &ttle sister wed
we were lice, •.oo are~ peciple"?
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Women's soccer travels to take on undefeated team
By Kewin Murphy
Staff P.epoi tee

Eastern will play on the road chis
weekend and try ro recover from a
rwo-game losing streak before Ohio
VaJlcy Conference plays starts.
The Panthers (2-3-1) will take
on Wright Scare (4-0-2) in the
first meeting ever between the
cwo teams in Dayton, Ohio, on
Friday. 'lhc Panthers then head to
Springfield, Mo., co play Missouri
State Sunday.
"We're going co have to come our
hard," said junior forward Kathleen
Hayes.

Wright State is ranked 12th in che
Great Lake:, Regit>n, according to
Soccer Buzz magazine, and returned
eight stam·rs. lhcy defeated fellow
OVC member, Eastern Kentucky,
3-0 alreadr this year. They were also
able ro tic Nebraska - then 25th 111
the n.uion - and Louisville.
"Some of those resulcs can be
misconstrued," s.iid \'< nght Swe
head coach Pat Ferguson. He said
Nebraska was massing several key
players .md I ouisville could have
won the game at they had wanrcd
too.
"lr'll be a challenge for us the
weekend before c.onference," said

Eastern head coach Tim Nowak.
"The schedule is sec to chaJlenge
us."
Junior Michelle Steinhaus and
Junior Kellie floyd arc rhe Panthers'
current points leaders and look to
end the offensive deficiency for
Eastern. In the last 180 minutes of
soccer, Eastern hasn't scored.
"We plan to play (Steinhaus
and Floyd) disciplmed and play
individual defense," Ferguson said.
"These young women have a
lot of pride," Nowak said. "l~1st
weekend wasn't a real good example
of how we can attack as a ceam."
The Raiders, in contrast, have

scored 15 goals through six games.
"We like to gee che ball up che
field and put numbers in the box."
rerguson said. "(Eastern's) a good
team. They're very physical. It's
indicative of Midwestern soccer."
On Sunday, rhc Panthers will
cake on Missouri Stace (5-2).
The Bears are coming off
their lOOth program win against
Alabama A&M on Sepr. 8. Fellow
OVC members, Souiheast Missouri
Scace and Univcrsiry of lenuesseeMarcin, have lost ro Missouri Seate
this year.
"h's a home game for them. We
have co be ready," Nowak said.

At Missouri State, the Panthers
will have to dcaJ with a rurf field
instead of a normal gras~ field.
"Its a nice change of pace for the
players," Nowak said.
Eastern was also able to work
in practice on the curf field, having
praccice Wednesday night ac
O'Brien Stadium under che lights.
Friday's game at Wright State will
also be held underneath the lights.
"Turfs a lot faster game, faster
pace, more control, better touches
on the ball. You know what co
expect," Hayes said. "'There's no
holes, no divots. You have co be
physically beccer in shape."

Panthers one win short of last season's total
By Ryan Uasley
Stall Reporrer

The rallying cry chis weekend when
Eastern travels co Green Bay, Wise., will be
ro continue irs winning ways.
The Panthers (5-2) have already matched
their win tocal from last season.
"These seniors have finished second in a
lot of tournaments over the years, it would
be rcaJly nice to see them win one," said
Eastern head coach Adam Howarth.
It was two juniors who came up big
Tuesday in the 1-0 overtime victory at
Western Illinois.
Junior forward Brad Earl deposited a
pass from midfidder Adam Gartner in the
net as sophomore goalkeeper Mark Hansen
recorded rhc shucouc.
Eastern looks for more of the same this
weekend co participate in the Universicy of
Wisconsin-Green Bay Nike Challenge.
The Panthers can look forward to 10
~.after endumg~r~n five
days earlier in the week and back-co-back
games this past weekend.
Eastern will cake on Georgia State on
Saturday for the first time ever.
Georgia Stace (0-4) is from the ColoniaJ
Athletic Conference and comes into the
conrest after 12 days off.
They were one of the youngest teams
CARRIE HOWS I THf DA.lLY EASTERN NEWS in the country lasr year and featured seven
Freshman forward Evan Philpott blocks a shot by sophomore defensive player Eddie Barnes
freshman sc:uters.
during practice on Thursday afternoon.
UW-Green Bay (4-2) comes into the

Libero key to the defense
By Adam Luck
Staff P.eporter

One of the Panthers' best
defensive positions on the volleyball
ream so far has been the libero
player.
The position is fairly new,
having been adopced by the NCAA
in 2002. Sarah NiedospiaJ was the
fi rst Eastern player as a libero, while
Heather Redenbo was a three-year
starter. Now with Redenbo having
graduated, the role has been given
to freshman Shania Boylan.
"The} 're to strengthen the game,
to get the best defensive player on
the floor," head coach Lori Bennett
said. "It's one of the ways the game
has evolved to srrengthen defensive
teams. "
It has also helped raise che level
of defcnse, Bennett said.
"It's allowed reams co be bercer
defensively, making che game more
interesting with longer rallies,"
Benneu said.
Along wich being able co help
the team, rhe libero position has
hclpacd prospcccive players get into
college volleyball.
"It's crcared more opportunity
fo r very good baJI control players to

RUGBY

rournamenc on a three-game winning
streak. 'They scarr their rournamenc schedule
against Sacred Heart on Saturday before
closing out against the Panthers on Sw1day
afternoon.
The Panther defense will have to focus in
on Joshua Okoampa, who leads the Phoenix
with eight goaJs.
Four of chose goaJs came in UW-Green
Bay's lasr game as Okoampa became the
first player co score four goaJs in a game
since 1983.
Head coach Tom Poitras has been
pleased by che play pf Okoampa.
"He is off to a great scan," Poitras said.
"Definicely been a huge threat and helped
our attack."
Howarth is well aware ofOkoampa, who
scored a pair of goals against che Panthers in
a 3-1 season opening defeac last year.
"We will play him straight up. but aJso
be aware of where he is as a team," he said.
The dcfense could aJso get a boost from
the retu~n of senior Mike Comiskey.
Comiskey suffered a rib injury in the
Sept. 3 game againsc Missour·Kansas City
and has missed che lase ch ree games.
H e b ready for action and will return
when Howarth feels the time is right,
Howarth said.
With back-co-back games rhis weekend
and three games in the lase week, fatigue will
be something Howarth will monitor closely
and expects everybody ro be prepared to
play.

I VS. MICHIGAN STATE

Scoring records on the line

have an opporrunity for scholarships the primary libero, with junior
By Shane Evans
a little bit more," Bennett said. "In defensive specialist Lindsay Walsh
Staff P.eporter
rhe past chey were ;use defensive aJso playing rhe position.
"She digs a lot of balls," Walsh
W ith Eastern already having two .
specialists subbing in and playmg
half the time. Now we gee someone said about the libero position.
shucouts on the year and outscoring
who can stay in pretty much the "She's constantly back there so she
its opponen ts I 49-0, head coach
helps the team out a lot."
Frank Graziano isn't roo worried
entire match."
Boylan said it's good ro have chat
abouc the competition his team will
This position has a different set
of rules then regular hitter or setter stability in the back row, someching
face this weekend.
"We haven't p repared different
positions.
the Panthers have.
"Well, chat person can play in
"You gee used ro playing with
rhan any other match," he said.
the back row only for any player them a loc," she said.
"We cry our best co focus on
when they rocare co che back row,"
Bennett is hoping the defense
offensive and defensive game plans,
Bennect said. "She can't jump and che libero provides wilJ help chis
if we stick co chose plans we scand
arrack. She can't go in front of the weekend at che Wildcat Classic in
as good a chance as winning this as
10-foot line and ser somebody."
Evanston.
any other march," he said.
Along with these rules, she
"It's a high level of competition,"
Those plans will be put co the
can serve for one player in every she said. "When I committed co
test Saturday ac che EIU Rugby
Field, when Eastern hosts M ichigan
rotation. The libero can also be the tournament, I didn't know that
subsciruced in for any player.
Arizona was going co be there, or
State.
"She can go in for six different thar Pirc was going ro be there but
Graziano's club has already
produced shurouts against CenrraJ
people if rhac's whac we choose co we need co see that. Our team needs
do," Bennecc said. "She just has to co see chat, whac chat high level of
Michigan and Minnesota.
sir our one play before going in for volleybaJI is."
Graziano
chinks Saturday's
another player."
Bennetr said the ream likes co cry
comperirion will be similar ro what
When asked why chey had co sit and play up in Chicago at least once
Eascern faced last week againsr
Minnesoca.
our one play. Bennerc said it would per year.
cause a lot of changes co the flow of
"We're
really
excited
for
"They play very well in some
the march.
the opportunity co go up co
positions, bur as a ream, they are
average," he said.
"I think ic would be a little bit Northwestern and play them,
coo chaotic, coo messy if it wasn't Arizona and Pin," she said. "It's
Gruiano said he is excired for
chac way," .she said.
an opportunity for us co get a lot
sophomores Samantha Manto and
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fifth, respectively, on the all-time
scoring list.
"They are challenging for career
records," Graziano said.
Another threat for the Panthers
is senior flanker Lindsay Leskanich,
who is leading the team in tackles.
"She's off co a greac start."
Graziano said.
Leskanich, however, is modesr
abour her being rhe leading tackler.
"It's part of che job," Leskanich
said. "It's about pushing the right
route. Numbers and scaristics aren't
that important to me."
She also credits a loc of her
ream's success co their tight knit
relationship.
"We're a really dose ream and
thac helps because we know each
ocher on a different level," she
said. "We know when each other is
hurting."
Another contriburing factor to
the team's early success, Graziano
said is char rhe players arc "enjoying
whar rhey'rc doing."
"'Ihey enjoy coming ro practice
and executi ng things in practice,"
he said. "Fans help a lot, parents,
friends, relatives, creace a lot of
energy."
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PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDUll
VOli.EYBAU.

TODAY • at Northestern at WilM
Clusic I I0 .-i.m. Evanston

..VOUEYBAU

TODAY • n. Arizona

I 4:30 p.m.

Evanston
CROSS COUNTRY

When Vincent Webb Jr. (above) and
Eastern take the field Saturday night
at Hancock Stadium, it will be the 94th
meeting between the schools.
Eastern, a member of the Gateway
Conference until 1996, doesn't have
a natural football rival in-conference.
Many people consider Illinois State to be
Eastern's biggest rival.
Here are three other I-AA football
rivalries.

TODAY • Panther hnitatioul I 5:30 p.m.
Panther Trail

•

WOMEN'S SOCCER

TODAY· at Wrigbt State I
6 p.m. Dayton, Ohio
RUGBY

SATURDAY • vs. Michigan State

I I p.m.

EIU Rugby Field
FOOTBAU.

SATURDAY • at Uliaois Sute

I 6:30 p.m.

1. Eastern Kentvay/Western Keat11clkJ
- The Battle of the Bluegrass State bongs
together these two I-AA national powers.
When WKU was in the CJIC, this game would
us1Jally determine the conference title. Now ·
that WKU is in the Gateway, the game is
merely for bragging rights. One that EKU
holds after beating WKU, 26-21, last week.

Normal

Z. Massachusetts/I•• Haapshlre
- These two teams are always among the
nation's elite 1-M teams. New Hampshire's
No. 1 in the country and the Minutemen
are No. 9. Like arrt dassk rivalry. these two
teams meet late in the season, this year on
Nov.4.

Team hosts
fall's lone
home meet

CROSS COUNTRY

PANTHER INVITATIONAL

3. Hanant!Yale - When a game between
two schools is simply knows as "The Game,"
yow know it is a rival'): These two produce
memorable football games, including
1968's classic 29-29 tie. The headline in
the Harvard Crimson after that game read
"Harvard Beats Yale 29-29:

BJ BraaclJ Provunik
Staff Reporter

Matt Daniels

tun STEVENS I THROWINGHEAT

Panther D
has to meet
expectations
It's only taken nvo games for che

2006 Eastern football season to be
the strangest in recent history.
le began with rhe Panthers being
without head coach Bob Spoo
before the stare. They then lose
their best player on the first play
and Mike Donato had his own
'Tm Keith Hernandez" moment in
the second half oflast week's win.
You could literally see the junior
quarcerback decide Eastern wasn't
losing chis game on his watch and
telling Micah Rucker "screw this
complicated sQJff, go deep, catch it
and run like hcll.n
The roller coaster ride that has
defined this stare has everybody,
including those in the media,
shaking their heads. Bue before
all the confusion about injuries or
the quarterback situation, there's
no chance anybody would be
wondcringabouttheEastcrndefcnsc
in early September. However, ic's
time co ask the unthinkable. Can
this Eastern defense stop Illinois
Stare this Saturday?
Here are the facts: The 2006
Panther defcnsc isn't acting as
dominant as last year's. This was
nor only an expectation but also a
necessicy co a successful season.

H SEE STEYEIS,

PAGE as

Matt Stevens is a senior journalism

major. He can be reached at
danille1 '99@Jooo.com.

I
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Senior wide receiver, Ryan Voss, gets tackled by two Indiana State defenders in last Saturday's game at
O'Brien Stadium. He might not play on Saturday because of an injury from last week's game.

Revenge factor
Illinois State beat
Eastern Z7 -6 last
year in only regular
season home loss

With the Ohio Valley
Conference being undefeated
against
chc
higher-ranked
Gateway Conference (Eastern
Kentucky beat Western Kentucky
26-21 last Sarurday, to go along
with the Panthers' win againsr
Indiana Stace), a win against
By Matt Stevens
Sports Reporter
the Rcdbirds may give Eastern
an argument toward an at-large
After
a
conference playoff benh.
championship, home playoff
"l think chat anytime you gee
game and nine wins in its last 10 two ranked ceams together in
I-AA games, Eastern is looking co a rivalry game, the motivation
reverse history in Saturday's game certainly goes up," said Eastern
at Illinois Scace.
acting head coach Mark Hucson.
The current junior class chat "Especially when you talk about
bas represented the return to what they did to us at home lasr
Panther football dominance has year."
struggled against the in-state
What the Rcdbirds did was
rival.
come into O'Brien Stadium and
"I can't say that it doesn't bother dominate Eastern 27-6 lase year.
me that my class has never beaten The embarrassing loss set off the
them," Eastern junior quarterback Panthers to win eight consecutive
Mike Donato said. "lc's important conference games, but doesn't
we prove we c:an."
mean the scaff and players have
Illinois State head coach completely forgotten.
Denver Johnson has a 7-1
"It's always in che back of your
career record against Eastern, mind," Donato said.
which dares back to a stint at
Illinois Stace ( 1-1) has a crio of
Murray Scace. He understands talent at all the skill positions bur
rhc importance of the only J-AA only managed 18 points and one
game this weekend that involves touchdown against Division II
two ranked teams.
Cenual Arkansas last week. The
"Every game: has postseason Redbirds have relied on a dcfense
implications because the only that has noc allowed an offensive
way co guarantee getting in is by touchdown in cwo games.
winning your league," Johnson
"We've obviously been pleased
said. "I remember last year sining with our defensive football team,"
at home at 7-4 with whatl thought Johnson said. "We choughc going
into the sea.son we thought we'd
was a playoff-caliber ream."

Eastern

lllhtois St.

(1- t)

(1-1)

Time: 6:30 p.m.
Place: Hancock Stadium
ISU's last game:
18-3 Wvs. Cent. Arkansas

EIU' s Last Game:
31-21 Wvs. Indiana St.
be improved."
.
lllinois Scace quarterback
Luke Drone has averaged 240
yards passing and thrown four
couchdown passes in rwo games.
Orone ha~ been beneficed by a
srrong running game, moscly
provided by Pierre Remben's 122
yards per game.
"We've had a pretty good
stretch of tailbacks over the
years," Johnson said. "We haven't
helped him up front on our
offensive line bur he's become a
well-rounded back."
The Michigan transfer had
105 yards on 29 carries in a 2423 loss at 1-A Kansas Stare.

After finishing a light week of
practice, the men's and women's
cross country teams will bold their
only home mecc of c:bc: season coday
at 5:30 p.m. at the Panther Trail.
The Panthers bad what they
called "hard training" for about
four weeks and arc coming up on
the end of their recovery week,
where training wasn't quite so
intense.
"Hard uai.ning" describes more
mileage as well as a higher intensicy

when running.
During this recovery week, the

runners dropped their mileage,
ran a little easier than in previous
weeks, and focused on speed more
than distance in order to give their
bodies a small break.
"This lighr week has dcfinirely
bdped us co feel more relaxed. We
had Monday off, and we haven't
had a day off since early August, so
I feel really good, my legs feel reseed
and that will help on Friday," said
senior Nicole Flounders.
In-scare rivals Western lllinois,
Souchem IIJinois ac Carbondale and
Southern Illinois at Edwardsvillc,
as well as Ohio Valley Conference
rivals Southeast Missouri Stace, will
be participating in the race.
Millikin, McKcndree and other
junior colleges will also be part
of the meet but the Wisconsin
women who placed No. 19 at
nationals lase year arc going co
add some exrra competition co the
women's side.
"Wisconsin ran here lase year,
and they have got co be one of
chc greatest women's ceam co ever
grace the fields our here. They are
expected co be a cop ten team this
year, so ir will be exciting co have
them out here," said head coach
Geoff Ma.saner.
Considering the meet will be
held at Eastern, the Panthers have
the advantage of knowing the course
well and being more prepared.
"We are our here all the time, so
not only do we know what direction
to go and all that kind of scuff, bur
we know bow the course feels in
different places, we know which
section is faster and what section is
a liccle slower," Masancc said.
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